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Abstract

Many websites have bots as a guiding agent, for001
answering FAQ questions or directing users to002
human support. Many of them already have a003
curated FAQ page that can be used to bootstrap004
these bots. In this paper, we want to tackle a005
real-world problem of question answering for006
Bots. Given a user query, the system needs007
to pick the most relevant answer from a data008
source such as FAQ or Manuals. So, the rank-009
ing system needs to consider not just the pas-010
sage but also the provided support questions011
or titles. This technique also provides the flex-012
ibility to add and delete support questions to013
continuously improve bot’s quality, suggestions014
can be provided by system and the bot devel-015
oper has control over their data instead of a016
black box system. We explore novel techniques017
to improve the results on a few public sets and018
on our own judged real user data. For the paper,019
We limit our experiments to transformers since020
it has proven to be significantly better in all021
question answering tasks. We show that sig-022
nificant gains can be observed using an extra023
segment embedding as well as pre-training new024
separators in transformers.025

1 Introduction026

We define a knowledge base as set of QnAs as027

shown in Table 1, where each QnA corresponds028

to a unique answer and set of support questions.029

Earlier work like (Agrawal et al., 2020) have used030

WordNet, DSSM, and TF-IDF based features to031

solve the problem, we observed significant gain032

using transformers. Recent years have seen a trend033

towards using Transformers for almost all NLP034

tasks. The biggest challenge with fine-tuning pre-035

trained transformers for this task is its inability to036

understand more than 2 segments since they are037

at most trained on Next Sentence Prediction tasks038

which have 2 segments. The simplest way to tackle039

this problem is to divide the task into sub-tasks040

and then merge the results based on an aggregate041

model or heuristics. We show that self-attention 042

across all the contexts gives much better results 043

compared to breaking it into different sub-tasks 044

of Query-Question matching and Query-Answer 045

matching. Then we explore adding new tokens and 046

extra segment encoding to distinguish between the 047

segments. We show significant gains in the model’s 048

ability to be able to understand FAQs compared to 049

when everything is concatenated using delimiters 050

or existing sentence separator. 051

2 Related Work 052

There has been extensive research on various 053

types of question answering: closed book QA 054

(Roberts et al., 2020) , QA over text, QA over 055

SQL(Wang et al., 2021), knowledge graph-based 056

QA (Lukovnikov et al., 2019), but FAQ based ques- 057

tion answering hasn’t been much explored apart 058

from (Agrawal et al., 2020) and (Damani et al., 059

2020). In this paper, we repro both the papers and 060

compare results with them, however, we use the 061

same pretrained model (Chi et al., 2020) instead of 062

MT-DNN as used in the paper. There are datasets 063

for QuestionAnswering like SQUAD (Rajpurkar 064

et al., 2016), GoogleNQ(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) 065

but there is a lack of data with the knowledge base 066

of Questions and Answers combined. In the re- 067

cent work, (Bruyn et al., 2021), where authors have 068

called it to be a FAQ retrieval problem, but they 069

specify that since their dataset does not contain live 070

user queries, they only restrict the task to rank the 071

FAQ’s Answers based on a FAQ question. This 072

becomes very similar to the standard Question- 073

Answer retrieval task and makes it non-relevant 074

for our research. 075

3 DataSets 076

Our existing system already powers a huge number 077

of bots across the world with such data. We have 078

gathered 30 such knowledge bases for English Lan- 079

guage and 10 sets for other high-traffic languages. 080
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QnAID Questions Answer
1 Medical reimbursement policy Medical Reimbursement can be filed for

What is Medical reimbursement deadline expenses of employee and dependent in a
Max limit for claiming medical expenses financial year. Download claim form here

15 My PC is locked For any IT or technical queries , contact IT
Lost my corporate card help desk at <PII> or mail to <PII>.

Files got corrupted
21 How can I Apply for paternity leave Link to Vacations Portal (http://vacations).

Paid leaves and sick leaves
When can I take sabbatical

Can leaves be carry forwarded to next year?
22 Comapany tax benefits For tax filling, ESOPS gain and

Tax implications on Car lease related queries , click here.

Table 1: This is an example of a knowledge base. Please note that only few selected rows are mentioned, this
knowledge base contains 40 QnA pairs in total.

Initialization High LR Internal Set F1

Baseline NA 88.8
Random Yes 90.1
Random No 87.7

</s> token Yes 2.2
";" and "</s>" No 90.2

";" and "." No 90

Table 2: New Separator Token Initialization techniques.

This data was gathered when product was in a pre-081

view mode after consent of users. Our base model082

is (Chi et al., 2020) which is multilingual and we083

have shipped the technique for 50+ languages but084

experiments and evaluations specific to multilin-085

gual quality are out of scope for this paper. For086

getting user queries, we applied a few filters on the087

logs:088

• Removing Chit-Chat user queries like "hi",089

"Hello" using a chat domain classifier090

(Akasaki and Kaji, 2018).091

• Removing junk queries (queries containing092

majority of the words out of the language)093

using a pre-created language based dictionary.094

• Grouping very similar queries to make the095

data more diverse and so that the judgement096

queries can cover more intents. We did using097

cosine similarity on Sentence Transformers098

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and applied099

very high similarity threshold (0.9).100

After applying the above filters, human annota-101

tors were asked to select Answers (with supporting102

Initialization High LR Internal Set F1

Random Yes 90.1
Random No 84.6

0th Segment Yes 90.3
0th Segment No 89.1

Table 3: Segment Encoding Initialization techniques.

questions) which is relevant to the query from the 103

respective Knowledge base. 2 annotators labeled 104

each query, all the answers are chosen by both 105

were taken directly whereas the answers chosen 106

by 1 were outright ignored but made sure that they 107

aren’t added to the negative set. A negative set (for 108

both training and testing) was prepared by selecting 109

5 random answers from the knowledge base. 110

4 Approach 111

Even if the task looks like a ranking task, the score 112

given by the system is also important. Bot devel- 113

opers using our service use a score threshold to 114

decide whether to show the answer. Thus, rank- 115

ing metrics such as DCG or NDCG don’t qualify. 116

For both modeling and metrics purposes. we treat 117

the problem as a triplet classification task. Let 118

Q be the set of all user queries and KB = (sq11 119

,sq12,sq13....,a1),... (sqn1,sqn2,...an) be the set of 120

all QnAs in the Knowledge base. Given a user 121

query qi ∈ Q and a QnA pair kbj ∈ KB , output 122

a relevance score h(qi,kbj) for kbj with respect to 123

qi. We use Average Precision (AP) as the primary 124

metric. 125

We define 3 experiments to achieve the task: 126
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Technique Internal Set StackFAQ FAQIR Latency (ms)
Concatenating with whitespace (Baseline)

(Damani et al., 2020) 89.6 82.6 91.3 48.5
Using SubTasks 91.0 82.8 93.5 206.16

Using Seperator Tokens 90.2 82.4 92.7 48.8
Using Segment Encodings 90.3 82.9 92.8 48.5

Using Seperator tokens and Segment Encoding 91.3 82.4 93.2 48.9
Non-Transformer based (Agrawal et al., 2020) 83.3 68.5 70.3 31.1 (CPU)

Table 4: Retrieval And Ranking Measurements

4.1 Using SubTasks127

In this method, we break the task into 2 simple128

tasks, let UQ be the User Query:129

QuesScore = max
sqji∈KBj

Model1(sqji, UQ) (1)130

131

AnsScore = Model2(aj , UQ) (2)132

Then we train a linear dense model to combine133

scores from the two models. While this architecture134

results in very high runtime computation depending135

on the number of Support Questions contained in a136

Knowledge Base, the explainability of the model137

is high as compared to other models. One more138

advantage that this approach provides is that sup-139

port questions are processed independently of each140

other and final aggregated using Max, thus adding141

a support question can never lower a score. This142

is the top negative feedback we have gotten from143

customers after deploying the below technique.144

4.2 Using New Seperator Tokens145

Transformers use pre-trained tokens like [SEP]146

to differentiate between 2 segments of text.147

Here we use 2 extra separator tokens named148

"[SQSep]" and "[ASep]" denoting Support Ques-149

tion Separator and Answer Separator. As150

shown in 1, the input is now feeded like this:151

UQ+ [SEP ] + sqj1 + [SQSeperator] + sqj2 +152

[SQSeperator]+sqj3...sqjm+[ASeperator]+aj153

One drawback of this method is it adds extra154

tokens thereby decreasing the length of text, the155

model can handle. 87.1 perc of Query-QnA pair156

from our internal set have less than 128 tokens157

since FAQ-based questions and answers are gener-158

ally smaller in length. If we use a token length limit159

of 256, 93 perc of the dataset gets covered. So, the160

impact of these newly added separator tokens is161

only on a minority of the set. We show a compari-162

son of using these tokens individually and together.163

We see that the AnswerSeperator is more important 164

compared to SupportQuestionSeperator. Though, 165

after using Segment Encoding, Answer Separator 166

becomes redundant. One challenge with training 167

new tokens in transformers is the initialization. We 168

tried various techniques for that: 169

• Random Initialization: If doing Random 170

Initialization, you can’t learn the weights 171

with standard finetuning Learning Rate which 172

ranges from 0 to 2e-06. So, we use a sepa- 173

rate learning rate for the embedding matrix of 174

these tokens which is 1e05 -> 2e-03. 175

• Initializing with "[SEP]" Embeddings: We 176

copy [SEP] or </s> token’s embedding for 177

initializing the embeddings. We observe this 178

to be better than the technique used above. All 179

Random initializations of weight were done 180

using the constraint of 0 mean and 0.02 std. 181

deviation as adopted in most transformer pre- 182

training. We show that pre-training a new 183

token with Random initialization doesn’t work 184

well for task-specific training. 185

• Using Existing tokens: In this method, we try 186

using existing tokens as separators without 187

treating them as new tokens. 188

We tried a few combinations of the 3 types of ini- 189

tialization for the Question and Answer Separator. 190

As seen in Table 2, initializing Question Separator 191

token with ";" and Answer Separator token with 192

[SEP] gave the best results. Our baseline is using 193

the [SEP] token for all Separators, no extra new 194

tokens. Some other punctuations like comma and 195

full-stop were also tried. 196

4.3 Using Segment Encodings 197

Segment Encodings can be used to differentiate be- 198

tween the 3 segments of UserQuery, KBQuestions, 199

and KBAnswer. As shown in 1, KBQuestions and 200
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Figure 1: QnAMaker Runtime Pipeline

KBAnswer are assigned Segment Encodings of 0201

and 1 respectively. These new Segment Encodings202

are trained using the training set. We experimented203

few initialization techniques for Segment Encod-204

ings as well:205

• Random Initialization: Same as new tokens,206

we used a separate Learning Rate group for207

this 2*768 Embeddings while finetuning and208

constraints for initialization.209

• Initializing with 0th Segment: We initialized210

the embeddings for Segment 1 and Segment211

2 with embeddings of Segment 0. While fine-212

tuning, we tried both the setting of normal LR213

and high LR for these embedding weights.214

As seen in Table 3, for both kinds of initializations,215

high LR gave better results. Overall, initializing216

with existing segment embedding worked little bet-217

ter over random initialization.218

5 Result219

All experiments are ran using Grid Search from220

Azure ML and only best of the experiment is re-221

ported. We first ran individual experiments on inter-222

nal set for figuring the best strategy for pre-training223

separator tokens and new segment embeddings as224

shown in Table 2 and 3. Row no. 2 and 3 in Table225

4 denotes the best strategy from those evaluations.226

We then combined those two techniques to see if227

they can give incremental gains. Qualitative analy-228

sis shows that Segment Encoding is good for mak-229

ing the model understand the difference between a230

support question and answer whereas the Separator231

token helps the model understand that the support232

questions are independent and if the user-query is 233

matching any of them, it is good enough. We also 234

provide the average time taken to run inference on 235

our evaluation set with batch size of 5 on V100 236

GPU (replicating the production scenario in closest 237

way possible). We see that Approach 4.1 is more 238

than 4 times higher latency even if having better re- 239

sults. Adding Segment Encoding doesn’t have any 240

impact on the computation over baseline whereas 241

using separator tokens have negligible impact. 4 242

6 Current limitations and Future Work 243

We are doing experiments with training the separa- 244

tor tokens better using MLM tasks. One of the user 245

feedback we have been getting about our system 246

is from customers with knowledgebases contain- 247

ing very domain-specific knowledge. Transformer- 248

based models only take the specific QnA and User 249

query as input and ignore any information about the 250

entire knowledge base. For example, in a knowl- 251

edge base for a car store that sells cars of various 252

brands, a query about "audio not working in my 253

car" should not result in "audio not working in 254

BMW" because they can be talking about BMW 255

or Mercedes or Audi whereas if there is a knowl- 256

edge base created for BMW products having the 257

same QnA, the query "audio not working in my 258

car" can be mapped with it. We are trying to solve 259

this problem by appending local (KB-specific) IDF 260

information per word along with word embedding 261

and segment embedding. 262
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